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Abstract

This paper considers a three-stage assembly flowshop scheduling problem with sequence-dependent setup
times at the first stage and blocking times between each stage in such a way that the weighted mean
completion time and makespan are minimized. Obtaining an optimal solution for this type of complex,
large-sized problem in reasonable computational time using traditional approaches or optimization tools is
extremely difficult. Thus, this paper proposes a meta-heuristic method based on simulated annealing (SA) in
order to solve the given problem. Finally, the computational results are shown and compared in order to show
the efficiency of our proposed SA.
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Background
Because of strong competition and limitation of
resources in our environment, scheduling is a very im-
portant decision-making process in production and ser-
vice industries. In common flowshop scheduling, we
have two main elements, namely a group of M machines
and a set of N jobs to be processed on this group of ma-
chine [1]. Assembly flowshop scheduling is a type of
flowshop that at first each of n jobs has to be processed
at the first stage consisting of m different parallel
machines and then assembled at the second stage in-
cluding only one assembly machine [2]. Assembly-type
production systems have evolved partially as an answer
to the market pressure for larger product variety [3].
Most of studies considered a two-stage assembly flow-
shop scheduling problem (AFSP) defined as follows. M
machines are available in the first stage and only one
machine is available in the assembly stage. There are n
jobs, which should be scheduled and each of them
includes m+ 1 operations. The first m operations of a
job are performed at the first stage in parallel by m
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machines and the final operation is conducted at the
second stage. Each of m operations of a job at the first
stage is performed by a different machine, and the as-
sembly operation on the machine at the second stage
starts when all m operations at the first stage are com-
pleted. Each machine works just on one job at a time. It
should be noted that when there is only one machine at
the first stage [4]. In the two-stage AFSP, assumed col-
lecting and transferring time of components from the
first stage to assemble is negligible. This is unrealistic es-
pecially when a two-stage assembly problem is used to
simulate production systems with a multi-facilities plant
and a final assembly plant. But to have more realistic
environments of a production system, it is required that
the intermediate operation is devoted to collect and
transport the manufactured parts from the various pro-
duction areas to the assembly line. This stage is import-
ant especially when parts are manufactured in multiple
production sites. The three-stage AFSP is the extended
model of two-stage assembly flowshop that the collect-
ing and transferring actions are regarded as the second
stage, and assembly machine is in the third stage [3].
Suppose there are n jobs for scheduling, in which each

job includes m components. At the first stage, there are
m parallel and independent machines, in which each
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machine can process just one component. When all of
m components of each job are processed on the first
stage machines, they will be collected and transferred to
the assembly machine (i.e., third stage) by passing the
second stage (i.e., transportation stage). Then the ma-
chine at the third stage assembles m components of job
that are transferred from the first stage together for
completing a job. Koulamas and Kyparisis [3] proposed
this type of an assembly line problem with the objective
of minimizing the makespan. Hatami et al., [5] devel-
oped this model with sequence-dependent setup time
for first stage machines.
In this paper, we consider a three-stage AFSP with

blocking times and sequence dependent setup times.
To make this type of assembly flowshop more realistic
our research added the blocking times limitation (buf-
fer = 0) to the model presented in [5]. Sequence-
dependent setup time says that setup time of a job in
position i on machine j depends on the current job
and the previous job on this machine. Once its proces-
sing is completed on a processor in the first or second
stage, a product is transferred directly to either an
available processor in the next stage (or another down-
stream stage depending on the product processing
route), or a buffer ahead of that stage when such an
intermediate buffer is available. However, when an
intermediate buffer is unavailable, the product remains
blocking the processor until a downstream processor
becomes available [6]. In general, blocking scheduling
problems arise in modern manufacturing environments
with limited intermediate buffers between processors,
such as just-in-time production systems or flexible as-
sembly lines, and those without intermediate buffers,
such as surface mount technology (SMT) lines in the
electronics industry for assembling printed circuit
boards, which includes three different stages in the fol-
lowing sequence: solder printing, component place-
ment and solder reflow [7].
Yokoyama and Santos [8] presented a branch-and-

bound method for three-stage flowshop scheduling
with assembly operations to minimize the weighted
sum of product completion times where there is only
one machine in each stage. Koulamas and Kyparisis [3]
analyzed a three-stage assembly scheduling problem by
minimizing the makespan and analyzed the worst-case
ratio bound for several heuristics for this problem.
Hatami et al., [5] extended the three-stage assembly
flowshop model presented in [3] with sequence-
dependent setup time by minimizing the mean flow
time and maximum tardiness and they proposed two
meta-heuristics, namely simulated annealing (SA) and
tabu search (TS). Allahverdi and Al-Anzi [9] addressed
a two-stage AFSP with setup time by minimizing the
total completion time and they proposed a dominance
relation and three heuristics, such as Ntabu, SDE and
NSDE.
Lee et al., [10] studied a two-stage AFSP with consid-

ering two machines at the first stage. Al-Anzi and
Allahverdi [4] considered a two-stage AFSP with the ob-
jective of minimizing the weighted sum of makespan
and maximum lateness and presented heuristics namely
TS, PSO, and SDE. Cheng et al., [11] studied two-stage
differentiation flowshop consisting of a common critical
machine in stage one and two independent dedicated
machines in stage two by minimizing the weighted sum
of machine completion times. Ng et al., [1] proposed a
branch-and-bound algorithm for solving a two-machine
flow shop problem with deteriorating jobs. Ruiz and
Allahverdi [12] minimized the bi-criteria of makespan
and maximum tardiness with an upper bound on max-
imum tardiness of the flowshop scheduling problem.
Sun et al., [13] addressed powerful heuristics to minimize
makespan in fixed, 3-machine, assembly-type flowshop
scheduling.
In some environments, there are limited buffers or

zero buffers between stages. Hall and Sriskandarajah
[7] reviewed machine scheduling problems with block-
ing and no wait in process. Qian et al., [14] presented
an effective hybrid algorithm based on deferential evo-
lution (DE) for multi-objective flow shop scheduling
with limited buffers. Liu et al., [15] solved flow shop
scheduling with limited buffers with an effective hybrid
PSO-based algorithm to minimize the maximum com-
pletion time. Wang et al., [16] introduced a hybrid
genetic algorithm (GA) for flowshop scheduling with
limited buffers with the objective to minimize the total
completion time. Grabowski and Pempera [17] devel-
oped a fast tabu search (TS) algorithm to minimize
the makespan in a flow shop problem with blocking.
Ronconi [18] analyzed the minimization of the make-

span criterion for the flowshop problem with blocking by
proposing constructive heuristics, namely MM, MME and
PFE. Tavakkoli-Moghaddam et al., [6] presented an effi-
cient memetic algorithm (MA) combined with (NVNS) to
solve the flexible flow line with blocking (FFLB). Sawik
[19] addressed a new mixed integer programming for the
FFLB. Norman [20] explored a flowshop scheduling prob-
lem with finite buffer and sequence-dependent setup
times and proposed a TS method. Ronconi and Henriques
[21] introduced a GRASP-based heuristic method for a
scheduling problem with blocking to minimizing the total
tardiness. Tozkapan et al., [22] developed a lower bound-
ing procedure and a dominance criterion incorporated
into a branch-and-bound procedure for the two-stage
AFSP to minimize the total weighted flowtime. Yagmahan
and Yenisey [23] offered a multi-objective ant colony
algorithm for flowshop scheduling to minimizing the
makespan and total flow time. Sung and Kim [24]
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developed a branch-and-bound algorithm for two stage
multiple assembly flowshop to minimize the sum of
completion times. Yokoyama [25] considered flowshop
scheduling with setup and assembly operation and to
solve used pseudo-dynamic programming and a branch-
and-bound. Liu and Kozan [26] studied scheduling
flowshop with combined buffer condition considering
blocking, no-wait and limited-buffer. Lee et al., [27]
brought the concept of blocking into the deteriorating
job scheduling problem on the two-machine flow- shop.
They proposed A branch-and-bound algorithm incorp-
orating with several dominance rules and a lower
bound as well as several heuristic algorithms. Gong
et al., [28] studied two-stage flow shop scheduling prob-
lem on a batching machine and a discrete machine with
blocking and shared setup times. Wang et al., [29] pro-
posed a HDDE algorithm for solving a flowshop sched-
uling with blocking to minimize the makespan.
Since blocking has been never considered in three-

stage assembly flowshop so we add blocking as a con-
straint to the Hatami’s problem [5]. Thus according to
the new objective functions (i.e., weighted mean comple-
tion time and makespan) and blocking, we present a
new mathematical model for this case.
The rest of this paper is come up as follows. In the

next section, we explain the new mathematical model.
In Section 3, we propose a meta-heuristic method based
on SA to solve the given problem. Section 4 discusses
the computational results and finally, the conclusion is
presented in Section 5.
Problem Description
The problem considered in this paper is a three-stage
AFSP with sequence-dependent setup times at the first
stage and blocking time between stages minimizing the
weighted mean completion time. In this problem, there
are n jobs available at zero time. Job preemption is
not allowed and each job includes m parts or compo-
nents. We have m independent parallel machines at
the first stage and every part of a job should be pro-
cessed on just one machine at the first stage and each
machine can process only one part. Setup time of a
job on machines depend on job and previous job.
After completing all m parts of job at the first stage, if
the next stage machine is available, they are collected
and transferred by an automatic transportation system.
We assume that transfer is done in the second stage.
At the second stage and third stage, there is only one
machine so each job needs to m+ 2 operations to be
completed. There is no buffer storage between stages
so if the downstream machine is not available the job
stays on the current machine and blocks, it will be
available until the next stage.
Objective functions
By considering a scalarizing method, the bi-criteria prob-
lem is converted to a single objective problem. So, the
objective function is computed by:

OF ¼ α

Pn
j¼1

Pn
i¼1

wjCi

W

0
BB@

1
CCAþ 1� αð ÞCmax

where, 0 < α < 1. Note that when α is equal to 0 or 1, the
problem is reduced to the single criterion of Cmax or the
weighted mean weighted completion time, respectively.
The objective is to find a schedule which yields a mini-
mum objective function value (OFV). In addition, we
use the following notations in the presented model.

n Number of jobs

m Number of machines

ei,h Starting time of job in position i at stage h

Di,h Departure time of job in position i from
stage h

tj,k Processing time of job j on machine k at
first stage

Si-1,i,k Set up time on machine k from job in
position i-1 to job i at the first stage

Ti Time of collecting and transferring job in
position i to third stage

Ati Assembly time of job in position i

wj Assigned weight to job j

Ci,1 Completion time of job j in position i at
the end of first stage

Ci,2 Completion time of job j in position i at
the end of second stage

Ci Completion time of job j in position i at
the end of third stage

[Cmax] =Cn Completion time of job in last sequence

xi,j If job j is in position i of sequence

xi,j= 1 otherwise, it is 0.
Mathematical model

min : Z ¼ α

Pn
j¼1

Pn
i¼1

wjCi

W

0
BB@

1
CCAþ 1� αð ÞCmax ð1Þ

s:t:
Xn

i¼1
xi;j ¼ 1; 8j ð2Þ

Xn

j¼1
xi;j ¼ 1;8i ð3Þ

ei;h≥Di;h�1; 8i h ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð4Þ

ei;h≥Di�1;h; 8i h ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð5Þ
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Di;h�1≥Di�1;h; 8i h ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð6Þ

Bi;h ¼
Di;h � Ci;h;Di�1;hþ1 > Ci;h;

0;Di�1;hþ1 > Ci;h

; 8i h ¼ 1; 2; 3

8<
: ð7Þ

Di;h ¼ Ci;h þ Bi;h; 8i h ¼ 1; 2; 3 ð8Þ

Ci;1 ¼ ei;1

þ maxk¼1; ::;m

Xn

j¼1
tj;k þ Sj�1;j;k
� �� �n o

� xi;j � 8i ð9Þ

Ci;2 ¼ ei;2 þ
Xn

j¼1
Ti � xi;j
� �

; 8i ð10Þ

Ci ¼ ei;3 þ
Xn

j¼1
Ati� xi; jð Þ; 8i ð11Þ

Cmax ¼ Cn ð12Þ

Sj;j;k ¼ 0 ð13Þ

Co ¼ 0 ð14Þ

Di;0 ¼ 0 ð15Þ
D0;h ¼ 0 ð16Þ
B1;h ¼ 0 ð17Þ
Bi;3 ¼ 0 ð18Þ

W ¼
Xn

j¼1
wj ð19Þ

0 < wj < 1 ð20Þ
xi;j 2 0; 1f g ð21Þ

Eq. (1) presents the objective function. Eqs. (2) and (3)
show that each job can only be placed in one position
and only one job can be placed in each position, respect-
ively. Eqs. (4) and (5) express that processing of job in
position i and will start at stage h when it is left the pre-
vious stage and the job in position i-1 has left stage h,
respectively. Eq. (6) shows that the departure time of a
job in position i at stage h-1 is after departure of the job
in the previous sequence from stage h. Eq. (7) calculates
blocking time of job in position i at stage h. Eq. (8)
shows the departure time of a job in position i from
stage h. Eqs. (9), to (11) calculate the completion time of
a job in position i at the first, second and the last stages
(i.e., completion time of the job in position i). Eq. (12)
calculates the completion time of the job in the last se-
quence (i.e., makespan). Eqs. (17) and (18) show that a
job in the first sequence has no blocking time and job in
position i has no blocking time at the third stage, re-
spectively. Eq. (20) indicates wj takes value only between
0 and 1. Eq. (21) shows that xij can only take 0 or 1
value.

Meta-heuristic Method
From [3], we know (AF (m, 1, 1)//) is an NP-hard prob-
lem, so by adding sequence-dependent setup time and
blocking times to this model it is strongly NP-hard too.
Because of this to solve the problem, we propose a meta-
heuristic algorithm, namely simulated annealing (SA).
This algorithm was originally proposed by Metropolis
et al. [30] to simulate the annealing process. This algo-
rithm starts with a high temperature. After generating an
initial solution, it attempts to move from the current so-
lution to one of its neighborhood solutions. The changes
in the objective function values ΔE are computed. If the
new solution results in a better objective value, it is
accepted. However, if the new solution yields the worse
value, it can be accepted according to the probability
function considering the Boltzmann’s constant and the
initial (or current) temperature. By accepting worse solu-
tions, SA can avoid being trapped on local optima. It
repeats this process L times at each temperature to reach
the thermal equilibrium, where L is a control parameter,
called the Markov chain length. The temperature T is
gradually decreased by a cooling function as SA proceeds
until the stopping condition is met.
Setting the parameters for the proposed SA algo-

rithm is essential in achieving a good performance.
An initial estimation for the best value of a given
parameter is obtained by changing the values of that
parameter while keeping all other parameters as
constant. We use the following values as initial esti-
mates of the parameters; (initial temperature T1 = 0.5,
0.1, and 0.01), (cooling factor = 0.99, 0.98, 0.97, 0.96,
and 0.95), and (final temperature = 0.1, 0.125, 0.15,
0.175). Once these initial values are determined,
then, the method of factorial experimental design
(three values for each parameter including the initial
best value of that parameter, one value above and
one value below that value) is used to fine tune the
values of the parameters. After these experimenta-
tions, the parameters for the SA algorithm are set
as follows. The initial temperature, cooling factor,
final temperature and number of iterations per fixed
temperature are set to 0.1, 0.98, 0.001, and 50, re-
spectively. Following is a general steps of the SA
procedure.

� Initialization
� Set cooling schedule
� Define neighborhood solution
� Generate initial solution (s0)
� Evaluate the initial solution and set s* = s0
� Generate a new neighborhood solution (s0)
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� Set s* = s0 if f(s0) < f(s*) or set s* = s0 if p > r
� Stop the algorithm if the stopping criteria is met.

Computational Results
To compare the related results, a number of test pro-
blems are solved by the use of SA and Lingo. Al-
though GAMS and CPLEX are useful to solve the
mixed-integer model, we solve a small case of this
problem and the same solutions are obtained. There-
fore because of our experience and knowledge, we
solve all cases with Lingo 8, which is well-known
optimization software using a branch-and-bound algo-
rithm. The proposed SA is implemented in Delphi 10.
The computer used in this research is a Laptop with
Table 1 Computational results for n=6 and n=7

n m α Lingo SA

OFV CPU time OFV CPU time (Sec.)

6 2 0 60.132 >4 h 60.132 61

2 0.3 118.892 >4 h 118.892 61

2 0.7 197.239 >4 h 197.239 60

2 1 256 >4 h 256 60

4 0 76.688 >4 h 76.688 63

4 0.3 145.482 >4 h 145.482 58

4 0.7 237.206 >4 h 237.206 59

4 1 306 >4 h 306 59

6 0 97.053 >4 h 97.053 61

6 0.3 200.837 >4 h 200.837 61

6 0.7 339.216 >4 h 339.216 62

6 1 434 >4 h 434 62

8 0 95.049 >4 h 95.049 63

8 0.3 179.934 >4 h 179.934 62

8 0.7 293.114 >4 h 293.114 64

8 1 377 >4 h 377 69

7 2 0 69.444 >4 h 69.444 61

2 0.3 142.211 >4 h 142.211 64

2 0.7 239.233 >4 h 239.233 64

2 1 312 >4 h 312 65

4 0 90.457 >4 h 90.457 58

4 0.3 171.32 >4 h 171.32 59

4 0.7 279.137 >4 h 279.137 60

4 1 360 >4 h 360 61

6 0 120.86 >4 h 120.86 62

6 0.3 243.007 >4 h 243.007 63

6 0.7 405.860 >4 h 405.860 62

6 1 520 >4 h 520 61

8 0 98.505 >4 h 98.505 61

8 0.3 187.753 >4 h 187.753 61

8 0.7 306.751 >4 h 306.751 65

8 1 389 >4 h 389 65
Core 2Duo CPU processors of 1.5 GHz running under
the Windows 7 operating system with 2 GB of RAM.
To measure the efficiency of the proposed SA, we
compare its performance against Lingo. In this paper,
the processing times of the first and third stages are
integer values that are randomly generated from the
uniform distribution (1,100) on all m first stage
machines and single third stage machine, second stage
processing times are integers that are randomly gener-
ated from the uniform distribution (1, 10) on single
second stage machine [3]. Setup times are integers and
randomly generated from uniform distribution (1, 20) on
all m machines [31]. The problem data are generated for
different numbers of jobs, say 6, 7, 8, 9, 20, 40, 60, and
Table 2 Computational results for n=8 and n=9

n m α Lingo SA

OFV CPU time OFV CPU time (Sec.)

8 2 0 74.955 >5 h 74.955 61

2 0.3 161.968 >5 h 161.968 69

2 0.7 277.986 >5 h 277.986 61

2 1 365 >5 h 365 65

4 0 104.216 >5 h 104.216 60

4 0.3 207.051 >5 h 207.051 60

4 0.7 344.165 >5 h 344.165 60

4 1 447 >5 h 447 60

6 0 132.839 >5 h 132.839 64

6 0.3 274.487 >5 h 274.487 64

6 0.7 463.351 >5 h 463.351 61

6 1 597 >5 h 597 61

8 0 105.240 >5 h 105.240 65

8 0.3 219.768 >5 h 219.768 62

8 0.7 372.472 >5 h 372.472 64

8 1 480 >5 h 480 69

9 2 0 - >4 h 99.156 61

2 0.3 - >4 h 206.509 62

2 0.7 - >4 h 349.646 60

2 1 - >4 h 457 63

4 0 - >4 h 113.592 61

4 0.3 - >4 h 224.114 60

4 0.7 - >4 h 371.477 62

4 1 - >4 h 482 61

6 0 - >4 h 139.329 62

6 0.3 - >4 h 288.930 63

6 0.7 - >4 h 488.398 62

6 1 - >4 h 630 61

8 0 - >4 h 129.774 65

8 0.3 - >4 h 260.341 65

8 0.7 - >4 h 434.432 66

8 1 - >4 h 562 66
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Figure 1 Average CPU time for different values of n.
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80. The experimentation is conducted for the number of
machines at the first stage being 2, 4, 6 or 8. We choose
the values of the weight α to be 0, 0.3, 0.7 or 1.
The weight values of more than 0.5 give a more weight

to the weighted mean completion time criterion,
whereas the values of less than 0.5 give a more weight to
the Cmax criterion. The obtained results are shown in
Tables 1 and 2. Some of the problems cannot be solved
in reasonable time using Lingo. As shown in Table 2, be-
cause of an overmuch number of variables and con-
straints, it shows SA better time of solution than Lingo.
In Figure 1, we show the average CPU time for the SA
algorithm for jobs 6, 7, 8, 9, 20, 40, 60 and 80. It indi-
cates that SA has reasonable computational time to ob-
tain the objective function value (OFV).

Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated a new 3-stage assem-
bly flow shop scheduling problem with sequence-
dependent setup time with blocking time that minimizes
the weighted mean completion time and makespan. We
have also proposed a new mathematical model solved by
the proposed simulated annealing (SA) algorithm and
Lingo 8. The obtained results have shown that our pro-
posed SA was able to solve a number of test problems in
a more reasonable time in comparison with Lingo. For
future research, the case can be considered with machine
breakdown, fuzzy data input. Also some other meta-
heuristics methods can be used for soling the model.
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